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Supplementary Methods
Library Preparation and Sequencing:
Lambda whole genome libraries were prepared without PCR amplification according to the
standard protocol using either version 5 or version 6 library preparation kits (ONT, SEQ-MAP005
and SEQ-MAP006) supplied by Oxford Nanopore Technologies (ONT). This protocol has been
extensively described by Ip et al1. Lambda amplicons were amplified using Platinum Taq DNA
polymerase (Thermo Scientific Invitrogen, 10966018). Primers were designed to amplify eleven
2kb regions spanning 22 kb of the lambda genome (reference strain sequence J02459.1) (see Table
1). To prepare a mixed amplicon library, 5ul of each PCR reaction were pooled together followed
by two rounds of Agencour Ampure XP purification (Beckman Coulter, A63881). This approach
approximates that of Quick et al.2. Libraries were then prepared using ONT version 6 library
preparation kits (ONT, SEQ-MAP006) according to the instructions provided by ONT. Libraries
were sequenced on both original (Fig 2A) and Mk1 minIONs (all other data) using either FLOMAP003 or FLO-MAP103 flow cells respectively. MinKNOW 0.50.2.15 was used to control the
minION device using the standard 48 hour run scripts, base calling was performed using the
versions of metrichor available at the time.
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Table 1 - Primer Design for Lambda Amplicons.
Amplicon

Start

Sequence

End

52 GCGTTTCCGTTCTTCTTCGT

1

Sequence

1980 CAATCAGCCAGCTTTCCTCA

2

2065 GGAATGGTGCAGAAATGTCG

3965 TAATTCCGGGAAAGCTGCTC

3

4070 TTCTGTGCTGGCTGGAAGAG

5989 GAACGTGCCGGACTTGTAGA

4

6059 ACGGCAATCAGCATCGTTTA

7981 GCCATACATCCCCCTTTCAG

5

8012 CCTCAGCCGTATCAGCAAAA

9947 TTCATTCATGGACGGCATCT

6 10008 GCTGAAAACGTGGTGTACCG

11963 GGCAGCATGAGCACTGTCTT

7 12006 GCCGGAGCAAATGAGAAAAT

13941 GTTGGCCAGCATGATACGTC

8

15945 CCAGCCACCGTTACGTTGTA

14011 CAGCCAACGTCCGATATCAC

9 16076 ACCAGCTGCAGAACAAAACG

17987 CCGAGATGGGATTCGGTTAT

10 18022 GATAACGCCAGCAGACTGGA

19972 AGTTCAAGACGACGCAGCAC

11 20053 GTGCATCAGCTGCTCAGGTC

21979 ATGCCATTATGCAAGCCTCA

Original read data corresponding to individual experiments are available for download with study
accession PRJEB12567 from the ENA and are described in Table 2 below.

Table 2 - Read Data Sets - Available as PRJEB12567
Experiment

Figure

Run Name

Date

Accession

File Name

Genome
2A
Selection 30
b/s 10-15 kb,
30-35 kb

Ru7 Lambda

1 July 2015

ERS1051237

GenomeRU1.tar.gz

Genome
2B
Selection 70
b/s 10-15 kb,
35-40 kb

RU9 Lambda

28 October 2015

ERS1051238

GenomeRU2.tar.gz

Genome
Selection 70
b/s 15-25 kb

2C

Ru11 Lambda All
Channels

29 October 2015

ERS1051239

GenomeRU3.tar.gz

Amplicon
Sequencing
No 'Read
Until'

3A

RU24 Lambda
PCR

5 October 2015

ERS1051240

AmpliconOddEvenC
ontrol.tar.gz
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Experiment

Figure

Run Name

Date

Accession

Amplicon
Sequencing
ODD
amplicons
only

3B

RU21 UDUD…

4 October 2015

ERS1051241

Amplicon
Sequencing
EVEN
amplicons
only

3C

Amplicon
Sequencing
Control No
'Read Until'

4A
Library
Control

Default Sample

22 December
2015

ERS1051243

Amplicon
Sequencing
Balancing

4A
Normalis
ed

Lambda 200xRU

22 December
2015

ERS1051244

File Name

AmpliconOddRead
Un7l.tar.gz
RU22 DUDU…

4 October 2015

ERS1051242

AmpliconEvenRead
Un7l.tar.gz

BalanceControl.tar.
gz
Balanced.tar.gz

''Read Until'' Implementation
Whilst sequencing was in progress, we applied ''Read Until'' using the ONT supplied ''Read Until''
API. In brief, ''Read Until'' in its current form requires the user to run a second utility whilst
minKNOW is running. This program, ws_event_sampler.exe, streams event data from minKNOW
as soon as they are received from the minION device to a second application which will process
these data. This second application incorporates a specific API from ONT to communicate with
ws_event_sampler.exe and send messages to and from the sequencer requesting reads to be rejected
as appropriate. ws_event_sampler.exe provides a useful simulation mode to stream example data for
testing purposes and, provided users have access to the 'Read Until' API from ONT, can be used to
test 'Read Until'. We provide two example applications here, namely gReadUntil.py and
aReadUntil.py, for enriching genomic DNA regions or balancing amplicons respectively. These are
implemented in python and are freely available from https://github.com/mattloose/RUscripts. Use
of these scripts are described below. For live running, scripts require an API available from Oxford
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Nanopore and this varies dependent on the specific version of minKnow being used. We caution
those interested in 'Read Until' that the API and implementation are currently under development
and thus subject to change. The code provided here has worked with various versions of the API
and minKnow but this can and will change. The authors welcome correspondence with anyone
wishing to apply 'Read Until' to resolve these issues during the early development phase of this
technology.

It is important to note that each of these applications depend on the underlying model usually used
to decode the sequence for base calling. We do not distribute this information, but rather provide an
application, getmodels.py, which will extract the appropriate data from a previously base called file.
DTW is obviously sensitive to the model being used and users should ensure they are using the
most appropriate model for the chemistry in use. Additional examples are provided for testing the
ability of Dynamic Time Warping to sort reads without access to the ONT API (ampliconSPLIT.py).
We also include a program, ampbalance_v2.py, which will optimally sort amplicons from a run
prior to base calling, determining which amplicon a read best represents and allowing offline
'balancing' of samples.

Dynamic Time Warping
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a Dynamic Programming algorithm that is guaranteed to find the
optimal alignment of two sequence of values. It has a "remarkable history of independent discovery
and publication"3. We provide a brief summary of the algorithm but refer the reader to the extensive
literature on this topic for additional information3,4.

DTW Description:
Let Q be a sequence of length m and R a sequence of length n where m maybe << n.
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Let D be an m*n matrix of distances between elements of Q and R with D[i][j] = Q[i] * R[j].

Here, distances may be defined using a range of metrics such as Euclidean distance, squared
Euclidean Distance, absolute difference or Manhattan distance.

The optimal alignment of Q and R is obtained by traversing D from D[m][i+m] to D[0][i] where 0
<= i <= n-m choosing, at each step, the lowest cost move; the cost of moving from D[i][j] to a
neighbour D[g][h], with (k < i and h==j) or (g==i and h < j) or (g < i and h< j), is determined using
a "cost" matrix (C).

The "cost" matrix C is an m*n matrix with the value of C[i][j] determined as follows:

C[0][0] = D[0][0] (Eq. 1)
for i in 1:m: C[i][0] = C[i-1][0] + D[i][0] (Eq. 2)
for j in 1:n: C[0][j] = C[0][j-1] + D[0][j] (Eq. 3)
for i in 1:m:
for j in 1:n:
C[i][j] = min( C[i-1][j], C[i][j-i], C[i-1][j-1]) + D[i][j] (Eq. 4)

The basic DTW algorithm has a computational complexity of O(m*n) and the dynamic
programming used to determine the cost matrix defeats simple automated vectorisation.
Consequently, a number of variations that trade guarantees of optimality against performance have
been suggested, for a thorough survey see Müller4.
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An important variation of DTW for searching for an alignment of a relatively small sequence within
a much larger sequence, termed subsequence DTW (sDTW), as implemented in the mlpy DTW
package, is used in the current work. Essentially sDTW requires the following small change to Eq.
2 above:

for i in 1:m: C[i][0] = D[i][0] (Eq. 2a)

As in https://github.com/lukauskas/mlpy/blob/master/mlpy/dtw/cdtw.c line 411. A detailed
description is provided in Muller4.

DTW is closely related to the Levenshtein Edit Distance for strings of discrete values5, to the
Needleman–Wunsch algorithm used to align protein sequences6 and the Smith-Waterman
algorithm7. Unlike DTW, these last two algorithms additionally employ substitution matrices and
gap penalties in determining the cost of moves.

Running ''Read Until''
The following section describes the scripts and utilities found within the github code repository for
this paper (https://github.com/mattloose/RUscripts).

getmodels.py
All squiggle matching application require a reference squiggle to match too. getmodels.py extracts
the required data to do so from a base called minION read.

usage: getmodels.py [-h] -read READ
getmodels: A program to extract model files from Nanopore reads. You must
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provide a read that has given a 2D read - i.e comes from the pass folder.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-read READ, --read READ
Provide a read file to extract the current model from.

This script provides the model files that are required for all the 'Read Until' applications described
here. An example read is provided within the subfolder 'exampleread'. The model in use by ONT to
describe minION data is updated frequently and people should use a read derived from the
chemistry and sequencing speed they are actually using for sequencing. getmodels.py outputs two
files, a model for the template and a model for the complement. For ''Read Until'' it is the template
model that is used. The script will also output the kmer length in the model and the structure of the
file for reference.
Analyses Basecall_1D_000 BaseCalled_template Model
Analyses Basecall_1D_000 BaseCalled_complement Model
File Write Completed.
Kmer length is: 6
File format is:
Kmer Mean Standard Dev

ampliconSPLIT.py
ampliconSPLIT simulates the separation of read data into individual amplicons and can be run on
read files pre or post basecalling.

usage: ampliconSPLIT.py [-h] -fasta FASTA -ids IDS -w WATCHDIR -o TARGETPATH
-d DEPTH -procs PROCS -t TEMP_MODEL [-v]
ampliconSPLIT: A program designed to identify and group individual amplicons
from minION reads prior to base calling. The depth setting limits the number
of reads copied to each sub folder. Developed by Matt Loose @mattloose or
matt.loose@nottingham.ac.uk for help! Args that start with '--' (eg.
--reference_fasta_file) can also be set in a config file
(/Volumes/Elements/RUscripts/ampW.config or ) by using .ini or .yaml-style
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syntax (eg. reference_fasta_file=value). If an arg is specified in more than
one place, then command-line values override config file values which override
defaults.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-fasta FASTA, --reference_fasta_file FASTA
The fasta format file for the reference sequence for
your organism.
-ids IDS, --reference_amplicon_positions IDS
A file containing a list of amplicon positions defined
for the reference sequence. 1 amplicon per line in the
format fasta_sequence_name:start-stop e.g
EM_079517:27-1938
-w WATCHDIR, --watch-dir WATCHDIR
The path to the folder containing the downloads
directory with fast5 reads to analyse - e.g.
C:\data\minion\downloads (for windows).
-o TARGETPATH, --output-dir TARGETPATH
The path to the destination folder for the
preprocessed reads
-d DEPTH, --depth DEPTH
The desired coverage depth for each amplicon. Note
this is unlikely to be achieved for each amplicon and
should probably be an overestimate of the minimum
coverage required.
-procs PROCS, --proc_num PROCS
The number of processors to run this on.
-t TEMP_MODEL, --template_model TEMP_MODEL
The appropriate template model file to use. This file
can be generated uing the getmodels.py script.
-v, --verbose-true
Print detailed messages while processing files.

For comparison purposes we provide a subset of base called data in the folder 'testset'. Running the
following command will process the read files in the testset folder, sorting them into individual
amplicons and placing them in a subfolder for each amplicon.
python ampliconSPLIT.py -fasta J02459.fasta -ids lambda_amplicons.txt -w
testset/ -o test2 -d 1000 -procs 8 -t template.model

Each of the read sets are nested within their own downloads folders within a dedicated folder for
each amplicon. The correct model file must be used to analyse these reads. Specifically, the
template model file generated by the getmodel.py script above. The ampliconSPLIT.py script is
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provided to give a method of testing the ability of DTW to sort reads based on the template strand
alone. Line 266 of the code sets the length of the read which is searched and its position from the
read. We take 250 events excluding the first 50 events of the read. The depth parameter can be used
to limit the number of amplicons returned - this is a basic implementation of balancing. However
we recommend that for balancing of amplicons after a run is complete, the script ampbalance_v2.py
(described below) is used.

ampbalance_v2.py
This script builds on the approaches taken for 'Read Until' but also includes the complement model.
The script will look within a read to identify the template and complement strands from the read,
map both to a reference and then determine those reads most likely to give rise to a 2d read.

usage: ampbalance_v2P.py [-h] -fasta FASTA -ids IDS -w WATCHDIR -o TARGETPATH
-d DEPTH -procs PROCS -l LENGTH -t TEMP_MODEL -c
COMP_MODEL -m MODEL_LENGTH [-v] [-s]
ampbalance: A program designed to balance amplicons from a specific reference
sequence post sequencing on ONT minIONs but prebasecalling. Developed by Matt
Loose @mattloose or matt.loose@nottingham.ac.uk for help! Args that start with
'--' (eg. --reference_fasta_file) can also be set in a config file
(/Volumes/Elements/RUscripts/AmpBalanceP/ampW.config or ) by using .ini or
.yaml-style syntax (eg. reference_fasta_file=value). If an arg is specified in
more than one place, then command-line values override config file values
which override defaults.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-fasta FASTA, --reference_fasta_file FASTA
The fasta format file for the reference sequence for
your organism.
-ids IDS, --reference_amplicon_positions IDS
A file containing a list of amplicon positions defined
for the reference sequence. 1 amplicon per line in the
format fasta_sequence_name:start-stop e.g
EM_079517:27-1938
-w WATCHDIR, --watch-dir WATCHDIR
The path to the folder containing the downloads
directory with fast5 reads to analyse - e.g.
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C:\data\minion\downloads (for windows).
-o TARGETPATH, --output-dir TARGETPATH
The path to the destination folder for the
preprocessed reads
-d DEPTH, --depth DEPTH
The desired coverage depth for each amplicon. Note
this is unlikely to be achieved for each amplicon and
should probably be an overestimate of the minimum
coverage required.
-procs PROCS, --proc_num PROCS
The number of processors to run this on.
-l LENGTH, --length LENGTH
The approximate average length of the amplicons - e.g.
2000
-t TEMP_MODEL, --template_model TEMP_MODEL
The appropriate template model file to use
-c COMP_MODEL, --complement_model COMP_MODEL
The appropriate complement model file to use
-m MODEL_LENGTH, --model_length MODEL_LENGTH
The word size of the mode file - e.g 5,6 or 7
-v, --verbose-true
Print detailed messages while processing files.

Live 'Read Until'
Within the folder ReadUntil are two scripts, gReadUntil.py and aReadUntil.py. These require access
to files from the 'Read Until' API provided by Oxford Nanopore and not distributed here.The
following files and folders should be placed in the same directory as the gReadUntil.py and
aReadUntil.py scripts.
read_until.py
event_sampler.thrift
event_sampler/
All necessary dependencies for the 'Read Until' API should be installed as specified by ONT. Note
that changes to the API will most likely break our code as presented here. The API is an alpha
release, is under current active development, and so the scripts cannot be guaranteed to work.
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Note: In order for 'Read Until' to function, the ws_event_sampler utility from ONT has to be
running. This program can be restarted during a run if necessary. We have found by experience that
restarting this application within the first 30 seconds or so of a run can be useful.

General considerations:
1 What to map:
An important consideration for 'Read Until' is which region and length of a prospective read you
wish to map to a reference. Reads will begin with a leader sequence derived from the library
preparation step which can influence the placement of a read on the reference. As the length of the
sample from the read increases, the leader sequence relatively disrupts the mapping less. The 'Read
Until' API allows the user to specify the offset into a read from which events are sampled and the
length of sequence which is sampled with an instruction in the form of:
setup_conditions = {"ignore_first_events": 50, "padding_length_events": 0, "events_length":
250, "repetitions": 1}
These parameters should be tuned for specific applications.
2 What to monitor:
For counting applications it is important to consider what should be counted as a read. The
assumption that a read appearing via the API will be written to disk is mistaken. Particularly for
short fragments, a read may terminate for a number of reasons and the minKnow software choose to
not write this to disk. In the case of 2D sequencing (where template and complement strand are both
sequenced), a read cannot assumed to be 2D just because the start of the read has been seen. Thus it
is necessary to monitor reads written to disk. The minKnow software itself has lag in writing reads
to disk after they have been generated by the sequencer and so latency throughout the system will
impact on counting where knowledge of the final read is required.
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gReadUntil.py
This script will select for specific regions of a genome, mapping reads in real time using DTW and
rejecting reads appropriately. This script is limited by the length of the query sequence as the time
for mapping is proportional to the length of the reference. This code as presented will only process
the odd numbered channels for 'Read Until'. To change this behaviour, modify the mp_worker
function accordingly. Optimal performance on a flow cell will require as many processors as can be
dedicated to it.

A second script is provided - test_gReadUntil.py which can take an input collection of reads and
filter them based on mapping location in the genome.
usage: gReadUntil.py [-h] -fasta FASTA -ids [IDS [IDS ...]] -procs PROCS -t
TIME -m TEMP_MODEL -l MODEL_LENGTH [-i INDEXPOS] [-ip IP]
-p PORT [-log LOGFILE]
gReadUntil.py: A program providing 'Read Until' for genome sequences with the
Oxford Nanopore minION device. This program is partly based
on original code generously provided by Oxford Nanopore Technologies.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-fasta FASTA, --reference_fasta_file FASTA
The fasta format file describing the reference
sequence for your organism.
-ids [IDS [IDS ...]] Positional IDs to enrich for in the form seqid:startstop . Can be space seperated eg: J02459:10000-15000
J02459:35000-40000
-procs PROCS, --proc_num PROCS
The number of processors to run this on.
-t TIME, --time TIME This is an error catch for when we cannot keep up with
the rate of sequencing on the device. It takes a
finite amount of time to process through the all the
channels from the sequencer. If we cannot process
through the array quickly enough then we will 'fall
behind' and lose the ability to filter sequences.
Rather than do that we set a threshold after which we
allow the sequencing to complete naturally. The
default is 300 seconds which equates to 9kb of
sequencing at the standard rate.
-m TEMP_MODEL, --model TEMP_MODEL
The appropriate template model file to use
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-l MODEL_LENGTH, --model_length MODEL_LENGTH
The word size of the mode file - e.g 5,6 or 7
-i INDEXPOS, --index INDEXPOS
The index position of mean events in the reference
model file.
-ip IP, --ip-address IP
The IP address of the machine running minKNOW.
-p PORT, --port PORT The port that ws_event_sampler is running on.
-log LOGFILE, --log-file LOGFILE
The name of the log file that data will be written to
regarding the decision made by this program to process
'Read Until'.

aReadUntil.py
This script will map specific amplicons to a reference and demonstrates the ability to select for
individual amplicons directly on the sequencer. We recommend a powerful laptop with at least 8
cores for running this alongside the sequencer. Alternatively the code can be run from a second
server. In order to count the number of reads generated, this code looks at reads as they are written
to disk by minKnow as well as following the output stream of data in real time. Thus if running on a
second server, reads should be rsync'ed from the minION laptop to the second server as soon as
they are generated. An additional conflict may occur if metrichor is being run in real time alongside
the script. Metrichor itself will move files from the 'reads' folder to a subfolder called 'uploads'. We
suggest that users do not run Metrichor alongside this code at this time to avoid conflicts.

An illustrative -ids file is provided in the root directory of the repository called
'lambda_amplicons.txt' which can be used to map amplicons from the amplicon experiments
presented here.

This script implements a number of additional features worth highlighting. It directly interacts with
minKnow and, if the -s option is set, will stop the currently running sequencing program when it
thinks the required depth of sequencing has been reached. This can be set using either the -d flag,
which will apply that coverage depth to each amplicon, or the -cd flag which takes a comma
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delimited list of depths. This requires that the software knows the IP address of the machine running
minKnow. It is important to make sure that 127.0.0.1 is not blocked. This communication with
minKnow will prevent the script from running if minKnow itself is not functioning.

The -sim flag will write out illustrative fast5 format files when being used in conjunction with the
simulation mode available in ws_event_sampler. This is provided for testing purposes.
usage: aReadUntil.py [-h] -fasta FASTA -ids IDS [-d DEPTH] [-cd CUSTOMDEPTH]
-e DEPTHERROR -procs PROCS -t TIME -m TEMP_MODEL -g GOAL
-l MODEL_LENGTH [-mi MODEL_INDEX] [-log LOGFILE] [-v2]
[-v] [-i] [-ip IP] [-wt WRITETIME] -w WATCHDIR -p PORT
[-s] [-sim]
real_read_until: A program providing 'Read Until' with the Oxford Nanopore
minION device. This program will ultimately be driven by minoTour to enable
selective remote sequencing. This program is heavily based on original code
generously provided by Oxford Nanopore Technologies.
optional arguments:
-h, --help
show this help message and exit
-fasta FASTA, --reference_fasta_file FASTA
The fasta format file describing the reference
sequence for your organism.
-ids IDS, --reference_amplicon_positions IDS
A file containing a list of amplicon positions defined
for the reference sequence. 1 amplicon per line in the
format fasta_sequence_name:start-stop e.g
EM_079517:27-1938
-d DEPTH, --depth DEPTH
The desired coverage depth for each amplicon. Note
this is unlikely to be achieved for each amplicon and
should probably be an overestimate of the minimum
coverage required.
-cd CUSTOMDEPTH, --custom-depth CUSTOMDEPTH
A comma seperated list of custom depths for each
amplicon. You must provide a coverage depth for each
amplicon in the order they are presented in the ids
file.
-e DEPTHERROR, --error DEPTHERROR
Set an error range for coverage depth.
-procs PROCS, --proc_num PROCS
The number of processors to run this on.
-t TIME, --time TIME This is an error catch for when we cannot keep up with
the rate of sequencing on the device. It takes a
finite amount of time to process through the all the
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channels from the sequencer. If we cannot process
through the array quickly enough then we will 'fall
behind' and lose the ability to filter sequences.
Rather than do that we set a threshold after which we
allow the sequencing to complete naturally. The
default is 300 seconds which equates to 9kb of
sequencing at the standard rate.
-m TEMP_MODEL, --model TEMP_MODEL
The appropriate template model file to use
-g GOAL, --goal GOAL The measure by which reads will be counted - either
based on the presence of files ( -g file) or potential
2D files generated (-g 2d) or new reads generated ( -g
read )
-l MODEL_LENGTH, --model_length MODEL_LENGTH
The word size of the mode file - e.g 5,6 or 7
-mi MODEL_INDEX, --model_index MODEL_INDEX
The position of the mean values in the model file. If
this is wrong it will be reported to you we hope.
-log LOGFILE, --log-file LOGFILE
The name of the log file that data will be written to
regarding the decision made by this program to process
'Read Until'.
-v2, --verbose-true
Print detailed messages while processing files.
-v, --verbose-detail Print more detailed coverage info.
-i, --inhibit
This will prevent 'Read Until' from working but will
otherwise report what is happening in the sequencer.
-ip IP, --ip-address IP
The IP address of the minKNOW machine.
-wt WRITETIME, --write-time WRITETIME
If you are automatically stopping the minKNOW run, the
stop command will wait n seconds after the last read
has completed to ensure all files are written. Default
value is 15.
-w WATCHDIR, --watch-dir WATCHDIR
The path to the folder containing the downloads
directory with fast5 reads to analyse - e.g.
C:\data\minion\downloads (for windows).
-p PORT, --port PORT The port that ws_event_sampler is running on.
-s, --stop-run
This will enable 'Read Until' to stop your sequencing
when it is complete.
-sim, --sim
This action will write artificial fast5 files to a
folder for testing purposes.

Data Analysis
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Jupyter notebooks recreating the analysis for each panel from the manuscript are available from
https://github.com/mattloose/RUFigs . All files required to recreate these analyses are contained
within the repository. For the calculation of coverage plots, BAM files were processed with
bedtools genomeCoverageBed using the -d option to report depth at every position8,9. For clarity of
presentation individual coverage traces were smoothed over 50 base pair windows using a simple
perl script (see https://github.com/mattloose/RUFigs/fig3/cov_windows.pl ). BAM files for each
time window were generated by extracting timed reads in minute windows using minoTour, which
logs sequencing time stamps derived from the raw read files automatically against each aligned
file10. Similarly labelled file sets can be obtained using either poretools or poRe11,12.
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Supplementary Figure 1 - Top row illustrates a read as predicted from the model file and then this
same read with shift, scale and drift simulated. Bottom row shows this same read Z score
normalised. As can be seen, shifted and scaled reads map back to the control sample after
normalisation whereas the drift parameter does not correct. Note that the drift applied here is
exaggerated for illustrative purposes.
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Supplementary Figure 2 - Parameter scans to determine the efficiency of matching reads to a
reference with DTW. Panel A illustrates matching success for window sizes varying from 4-2048
events for 100 reads derived from random positions from the lambda genome in the absence of
normalisation. Panel C shows the efficiency of matching for 48 real lambda reads derived from a
single 2kb amplicon mapped to the reference in the absence of normalisation. Panel E shows the
effect of applying Z-score normalisation to the synthetic data; as expected, the accuracy of mapping
extremely short reads drops. By a window size of 256 events, mapping is almost perfect. Panel G
shows the dramatic improvement conferred on matching real lambda reads correctly when using
normalisation. For Panels A, C, E and G the total time (s) to match these reads is shown in Panels
B, D, F and H respectively.
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Supplementary Figure 3 - Post processing of individual reads to determine mapping specificity of
reads to each amplicon. The first 250 events from each read (offset by 50 events) are mapped to the
reference by DTW. Reads are classified according to their proximity to the known primer sites for
each amplicon taking in to account the strand of the match. After this classification sequence data is
mapped to the reference using BWA and coverage plots generated across the genome. Top panel
shows these matches on a linear scale. Bottom panel plots these same data sets on a log(2) scale to
emphasise misplaced reads.
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Supplementary Figure 4 - Mean coverage of each amplicon over time when running 'Read Until'
to normalise amplicon coverage. The black lines represent a loess fit to the first 15 minutes of 2D
data collected for each amplicon and provides an estimate of 2D coverage depth in the absence of
'Read Until'.
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